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Abstract— As the Internet takes an increasingly central role in our communications infrastructure; the slow
convergence of routing protocols after a network failure becomes a growing problem. To assure fast recovery from
link and node failures in IP networks, we present a new recovery scheme called Multiple Routing Configurations
(MRC). Our proposed scheme guarantees recovery in all single failure scenarios, using a single mechanism to handle
both link and node failures, and without knowing the root cause of the failure. MRC is strictly connectionless, and
assumes only destination based hop by hop forwarding. MRC is based on keeping additional routing information in
the routers, and allows packet forwarding to continue on an alternative output link immediately after the detection of
a failure. It can be implemented with only minor changes to existing solutions. In this paper we present MRC, and
analyze its performance with respect to scalability, backup path lengths, and load distribution after a failure. We also
show how an estimate of the traffic demands in the network can be used to improve the distribution of the recovered
traffic, and thus reduce the chances of congestion when MRC is used
Keywords— MRC(Mobile Routing Configurations, P and Network traffic, communication system routing
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years the Internet has been transformed from a special purpose network to a ubiquitous platform for a
wide range of everyday communication services. The demands on Internet reliability and availability have increased
accordingly. A disruption of a link in central parts of a network has the potential to affect hundreds of thousands of phone
conversations or TCP connections, with obvious adverse effects. The ability to recover from failures has always been a
central design goal in the Internet. IP networks are intrinsically robust, since IGP routing protocols like OSPF are
designed to update the forwarding information based on the changed topology after a failure.
This reconvergence assumes full distribution of the new link state to all routers in the network domain. When
the new state information is distributed, each router individually calculates new valid routing tables.This network wide IP
reconvergence is a time consuming process, and a link or node failure is typically followed by a period of routing
instability. During this period, packets may be dropped due to invalid routes. This phenomenon has been studied in both
IGP and BGP context, and has an adverse effect on real time applications. Events leading to a reconvergence have been
shown to occur frequently. Much effort has been devoted to optimizing the different steps of the convergence of IP
routing, i.e., detection, dissemination of information and shortest path calculation, but the convergence time is still too
large for applications with real time demands. Multiple Routing Configurations is a proactive and local protection
mechanism that allows recovery in the range of milliseconds. MRC allows packet forwarding to continue over
preconfigured alternative next hops immediately after the detection of the failure. Using MRC as a first line of defence
against network failures, the normal IP convergence process can be put on hold. This process is then initiated only as a
consequence of non transient failures. Since no global rerouting is performed, fast failure detection mechanisms like fast
hellos or hardware alerts can be used to trigger MRC without compromising network stability. The main idea of MRC is
to use the network graph and the associated link weights to produce a small set of backup network configurations. The
link weights in these backup configurations are manipulated so that for each link and node failure, and regardless of
whether it is a link or node failure, the node that detects the failure can safely forward the incoming packets towards the
destination on an alternate link.
II.
MRC OVERVIEW
MRC is based on building a small set of backup routing configurations, that are used to route recovered traffic on
alternate paths after a failure. The backup configurations differ from the normal routing configuration in that link weights
are set so as to avoid routing traffic in certain parts of the network. We observe that if all links attached to a node are
given sufficiently high link weights, traffic will never be routed through that node. The failure of that node will then only
affect traffic that is sourced at or destined for the node itself. Similarly, to exclude a link (or a group of links) from taking
part in the routing, we give it infinite weight. The link can then fail without any consequences for the traffic.
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Our MRC approach is threefold. First, we create a set of backup configurations, so that every network component is
excluded from packet forwarding in one configuration. Second, for each configuration, a standard routing algorithm like
OSPF is used to calculate configuration specific shortest paths and create forwarding tables in each router, based on the
configurations. The use of a standard routing algorithm guarantees loop-free forwarding within one configuration. Finally,
we design a for-warding process that takes advantage of the backup configurations to provide fast recovery from a
component failure.
In our approach, we construct the backup configurations so that for all links and nodes in the network, there is a
configuration where that link or node is not used to forward traffic. Thus, for any single link or node failure, there will
exist a con-figuration that will route the traffic to its destination on a path that avoids the failed element. Also, the backup
configurations must be constructed so that all nodes are reachable in all con-figurations, i.e., there is a valid path with a
finite cost between each node pair.
III.
LOCAL FORWARDING PROCESS
Given a sufficiently high, the algorithm presented in Section IV will create a complete set of valid backup configurations. Based on these, a standard shortest path algorithm is used in each configuration to calculate configuration
specific forwarding tables. In this section, we describe how these forwarding schema shown in Fig:1 are used to avoid a
failed component.
When a packet reaches a point of failure, the node adjacent to the failure, called the detecting node, is responsible for
finding a backup configuration where the failed component is isolated. The detecting node marks the packet as belonging
to this configuration, and forwards the packet. From the packet marking, all transit routers identify the packet with the
selected backup con-figuration, and forward it to the egress node avoiding the failed component.
Consider a situation where a packet arrives at node, and cannot be forwarded to its normal next-hop because of a
component failure. The detecting node must find the correct backup configuration without knowing the root cause of
failure, i.e.,whether the next-hop node or link has failed, since this information is generally unavailable.

Fig1:Packet forwarding state diagram
Evaluation: MRC requires the routers to store additional routing configurations. The amount of state required in the
routers is related to the number of such backup configurations. Since routing in a backup configuration is restricted,
MRC will potentially give backup paths that are longer than the optimal paths. Longer backup paths will affect the total
network load and also the end-to-end delay.
Full, global IGP re-convergence determines shortest paths in the network without the failed component. We use its
perfor-mance as a reference point and evaluate how closely MRC can approach it. It must be noted that MRC yields the
shown perfor-mance immediately after a failure, while IP re-convergence can take seconds to complete.
IV.
BACKUP SETUP
Minimum number of backup configurations that Algorithm 1 could produce in a wide range of synthetic topologies. Each
bar in the figure represents 100 different topologies given by the type of generation model used, the links-to-node ratio,
and the number of nodes in the topology. Table I shows the minimum number of configurations Al-gorithm 1 could
produce for selected real-world topologies of varying size. For the Sprint US network, we show results for both the POPlevel and router level topologies.
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Fig 2: Backup configuration
The table also shows how many nodes that are covered by LFAs, and the number of configurations needed when MRC is
used in combination with LFAs. Since some nodes and links are completely covered by LFAs, MRC needs to isolate
fewer components, and hence the number of configurations decreases.

When a router detects that a neighbour can no longer bereached through one of its interfaces, it does not immediately
inform the rest of the network about the connectivity failure. Instead, packets that would normally be forwarded over the
failed interface are marked as belonging to a backup configuration, and forwarded on an alternative interface towards its
destination. This process is called backup configuration shown Fig 2.
Algorithm 1:

The number and internal structure of backup configurations in a complete set for a given topology may vary depending
on the construction model. If more configurations are created, fewer links and nodes need to be isolated per configuration,
giving a richer (more connected) backbone in each configuration. On the other hand, if fewer configurations are
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constructed, the state requirement for the backup routing information storage is reduced. However, calculating the
minimum number of con-figurations for a given topology graph is computationally demanding. One solution would be to
find all valid configurations for the input consisting of the topology graph and its associated normal link weights , and
then find the complete set of configurations with lowest cardinality. Finding this set would involve solving the Set Cover
problem, which is known to be NP-complete [8].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
MRC operates without knowing the root cause of failure, i.e., whether the forwarding disruption is caused by a node or
link failure. This is achieved by using careful link weight assignment according to the rules we have described. The link
weight assignment rules also provide basis for the specification of a for-warding procedure that successfully solves the
last hop problem.
The performance of the algorithm and the forwarding mechanism has been evaluated using simulations. We have
shown that MRC scales well: 3 or 4 backup configurations is typically enough to isolate all links and nodes in our test
topologies. MRC backup path lengths are comparable to the optimal backup path lengths—MRC backup paths are
typically zero to two hops longer. We have evaluated the effect MRC has on the load distribution in the network while
traffic is routed in the backup configurations, and we have proposed a method that minimizes the risk of congestion after
a link failure if we have an estimate of the demand matrix. In the COST239 network, this approach gave a maximum link
load after the worst case link failure that was even lower than after a full IGP re-convergence on the altered topology.
MRC thus achieves fast recovery with a very limited performance penalty.
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